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     Hello I am from University of Muhammadiyah Surakarta who majored in business management. I am 

taking an international double degree course so I can get a chance to go abroad. My international department 

is different from double degree. The advantages of my college majors can go abroad and others do not. 

Many links are offered by campus parties such as Korea, Australia and even Taiwan. I joined Taiwan on 

campus because I think of all Taiwanese options that are good and attract my attention. 

     Gradually I was accepted to study at Taiwan National Dong Hwa University. It feels very happy, 

proud, sad and also full of spirit. I went with my five friends to NDHU to study here. There is one friend 

who both got a scholarship like me so only six months here. And the others take a double degree program 

here which means they are a year in NDHU. For the first time I went abroad for school and for the first time 

I set foot in this Taiwan. Cool, beautiful and even tidy that I see. Here most people are very orderly about all 

the rules. From properly disposing of garbage, how to board inter-city buses and even how they eat every 

day is neatly arranged. I learned so much about religion, social, behavior and even the environment. 

     About religion I think I am challenged for her. Here a Muslim might be only 20% of college kids and 

maybe even less. Every morning at five is usually in my religion time to worship but here still fall asleep 

with a beautiful dream. We have to get up and walk slowly like a thief for the bathroom and perform the 

worship in the room. In fact we should also explain to our room friends about our problems so they can 

understand everything we do. It's hard when we're smug and have to worship. I've been to do it wherever 

that's what I want. Whether it's in a car park that people see with strange looks. Sometimes when in the mall 

we find a place to change clothes to worship there. Enjoy also exclamation can be spelled because we do 

various ways to be able to carry it out. 

     I like people here because they know about paying back to someone. As we give something to them 

and they will restore what we love with the goods they have. Many people are also polite and cheap smile. 

Here do not look at caste and treasure assumption all the same and all happy. The next challenge is the issue 

of daily eating. To me this place might use different spices to cook it because it's a bit different. But I'm a 

person who is not too concerned with food issues. While I can still eat it I will eat it. But here I often cook 

myself with my friends. So give vegetables at the store and go home to cook it. Sometimes we also cook 



with friends room and eat it together. It's good to have different country friends. Much of the experience I 

get from various friends. Perhaps with their customs or ways or traditions.  

     Lectures at NDHU, I'm here majoring in International Business. The first time I saw the campus in my 

department that included luxury, beautiful and also spacious. Lectures every day to me just like my campus 

in Indonesia. There are presentations, group assignments, individual assignments and sometimes just listen to 

the teacher when explaining. The atmosphere in the classroom is very lively. Discussion went well. Free 

opinions. If one expressed an opinion, will not be punished, let alone say stupid or other ugly sentence, either 

from the teacher or from classmates. Even the worst of our responses or questions, spelled 'great', 'amazing', 

'excellent', etc. All respect each other. Character-building is preferred. All elements relating to teaching and 

learning process are seriously prepared. All teachers provide syllabus and what will be taught for one 

semester. The room used for teaching and learning process is also prepared. And what I like when we take 

the course on the website we can know will learn with any material even though not yet got the syllabus. 

Moreover I had one class with a post graduate student and the other. It seems to me a bit difficult to follow 

them because our way of thinking is very different. On my original campus like that it is distinguished 

whether it is their classroom, course and even has its own building for it. But with that I also feel sorry to 

have experience from others. I like most Chinese language courses where many of my friends hate them 

because they are difficult. From different pronunciations and even different characters and many meanings 

might make all not so interested in it. My teacher in chinese always gives a lot of tasks and do not even 

forget the task that must be uploaded on the website. From character duties, pin yin and meaning I should 

always memorize every week. Actually it's a burden on a student. But when viewed from the positive side of 

the teacher is very good in teaching. Why? Because then we can be scheduled to understand and learn the 

Chinese language. Although it is said I may not be able and fluent from the language but a little can. Like 

going to buy something, how to call or just say self-introduction like “ni hao wo jiao fingki”. Little but 

memorable also because I can say it well and correctly. In fact I am often joking with my room mates 

because they are original from china. They also understand what I say and they also laugh at my jokes. They 

are very good, clean too and sometimes also want to clean the room together. Sometimes they also help our 

duties, of course, chinese language if we do not understand. The most only that can not be tolerated when the 

hour is eleven o'clock. That's a sign we have to rest and turn off lights, laptops and even air conditioning. No 

sound except the sound of the breath from each nose.  

     NDHU environment is very beautiful, Taiwan is a city filled with many mountains and beautiful 

scenery and cool. The NDHU campus has an enormous lake. We can spend free time to sit there or chatting 

with friends. There are also many good photo spots on campus. Many of my friends who commented on the 

photo with a speech when I was a holiday when it was all the photos in campus NDHU. In this campus I not 

only studied but I also participated in an art show and Indonesian children performed a dance. My next 

experience also follows the video making contest. Initially I participate only for the filler time and while 

there is someone said come on make a video and Iam answer is okay live shot into the camera. After a while 

I did not really remember following him and suddenly the one who asked me yesterday said that my video is 

third winner. Do not believe the news but also because it's not only the direct gift people know who the name 

Fingki. 

     I certainly did not waste my opportunity in Taiwan this. Of course I am traveling around this Taiwan 

country. Our first holiday was only half of Taiwan. And after that we are planning a new year event to travel 



around Taiwan. Starting from Kaohsiung and in the new year we see fireworks in 101 of the capital city of 

Taipei. We rented a car and my friend drove the car. Not to forget to visit beautiful places and great for 

taking photos. Lots of photo collection as I circumnavigate this Taiwan country. No bored also to see it 

many times. Many experiences are also on the way when we are traveling. Whether it's sleeping on the 

streets, search for mobile phone charger was never even a wrong way but already followed the GPS. 

Confused also want to enter the toll road there are also many roads and many signs sometimes we have to 

stop first to determine the exact path. 

     One who almost forgot is here mostly on foot when I almost do not walk often when in my own 

country. Even I am on campus riding a mini bike that I rent near the dormitory of my boss's superior level. In 

fact we have to know the bus or train schedule when we want to go out of town though. Lots of experience 

that I get maybe if told in detail can be many days for it. To me wherever I am I have to accept all the 

differences and have to learn all the things I receive. And do not forget also always remember the obligations 

and goals of the house and the mandate of the parents. Thank you and I will miss Taiwan especially this 

beautiful Dong Hwa National campus. Good and loving friends and even the staff at the college are very 

kind and friendly. I hope to be given a chance to come back here again who can see this Taiwan Country 

again. Thank you for everything and thank for the god who gives pleasure in this world. Bye bye 

 

 

 


